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On the right side of the projector, a speaker grille covers a headphone jack, which is standard on
most TVs. Epson includes a remote with infrared control capability. Included with the remote is an IR

blinder to prevent you from accidentally controlling the projector with your hand. Epson lists the
form factor of the 5030UB at 4.2x6.7x7.3 inches (107.2x169.1x178.2mm). Plugging it in on my

carpeting is a little tricky because of the long D-shaped barrel. Once the projector is powered up, you
can push to the left or right to access the menu buttons. My first impression is that the easy-to-use
on-screen display (OSD) is quite good, simple to navigate, and not cluttered with options. The OSD
menu options are all right there on the first page. If you need an English translation, hit the English

option. There are three major categories, Setup, Picture, and Menu. The Setup area is used for
calibrating the projector in the Epson network with special calibration material, and for choosing the

power and lamp settings. The Picture menu provides adjustments for brightness, contrast,
sharpness, hue, saturation, gamma, and black level. The Menu area has a Network, a Setup

submenu, a Menu submenu, and Image submenus for Picture modes, Color modes, Gamma modes,
A/V standard, and Picture settings. The Network option is used for calibrating all other Epson

projectors. I used it on my network to schedule a calibration and then learned that some other
projectors on my network had already been calibrated.
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the 5030ub's operation is reasonably straightforward, as is its setup. after playing about with the
included 3d adapter and projecting the epson's 3d content, the on-screen presets and menu bar
displayed familiar icons. there's a search field at the bottom of the screen, and a help and setup
section to the left of the menu bar. the epson 5030ub also includes an onboard automated setup

routine. i set the projector to the “easy setup” setting, which automatically sets focus, gamma and
the projector's various other primary functions. while i wasn't able to find the best image settings, i
could get the projector's gamma settings dialed in to within a few percent, and i could get a decent,
if not particularly accurate, focus setting. that's better than what i got from the 3020's automated

settings, but if you know your projection type, the easy-setup routine seems like the way to go. once
the projector is calibrated, you can simply use the soft-key epson menu and choose an image-setting

profile. that's also the best way to access the projectors' other advanced functions.  today we're
going to take a look at the epson home cinema pro projectors -- the 7030ub and a set of 6030ub's.
let's begin with the 7030ub and its capabilities. the epson home cinema 7030ub projectors share a

lot of features with the home cinema 5030ub, but that's only a surface level glance. the most
significant is the change in screen size, with the 7030ub offering a massive 72" screen. on the other

hand, the 7030ub's native 1080p/24 resolution is significantly lower, scoring just 2448 lines
(equivalent to a 60 hz lcd television). this is the price you pay for a 72" screen, that being a lower

resolution. the home cinema 7030ub is unique in that it carries the dlp technology, not the lcd
technology. since the 3530ub and 7030ub are the first dlp 70"+ models in this line, it's worth

mentioning that dlp projectors are generally smaller and more compact than their lcd counterparts,
so if you've been holding out for a 70" or 80" dlp model, you might want to consider a less expensive
epson home cinema projector (on the same scale) with a more modest and easier to mount screen
size, like the home cinema 5030 or home cinema 6030. i am legend was my first test of the 7030ub
in a dimly lit room. there was a popcorn ceiling that dropped some light out of the room, but most of
the area was in shadow. i noticed right away that the 7030ub handled the subject matter incredibly
well. the dlp panel extends beyond the screen diagonal, with a significant wide-angle to create the

three-dimensional, film-like appearance of a 70" screen. the additional depth in depth, and
sharpness of the image is simply incredible. in addition to the inky blacks of a dci compliant

projector, this model delivered soft and subtle color output that complements the image beautifully.
the biggest issue with the 7030ub is its lower brightness, especially at the corners. there is a reason

that pro production models use tungsten lamps with a larger bulb, but that's not an option for the
7030ub. 5ec8ef588b
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